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Delivery

Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

BDS-HBB255-CE Blender-Blender, HAMILTON BEACH, with 1.4 lt
copolyester glass, High Performance version, with Wave
Action system, V.230/1, 3.2 A, Weight 4.3 Kg,
dim.mm.190x216x410h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

BLENDER-BLENDER, HAMILTON BEACH brand, with 1.4 liter copolyester glass , HIGH PERFORMANCE version :
 The powerful 1.6 HP motor combined with the Wave-Action ® glass and stainless steel blade split ice quickly ;
With a motor designed to power fresh and frozen ingredients to create smooth drinks and a large canister built to quickly crush ice, Rio®
reduces prep time. Each jar features the Wave~Action® system , which continuously forces the mixture down into the blades
for ultra-smooth results ;
1.4L shatter-resistant BPA-free copolyester jar ;
The patented Wave ~ Action ® system in the Rio® blender will deliver a smoother margarita;
The sensors on the lid and on the base of the glass , if not well positioned, prevent the blender from turning on, guaranteeing
maximum safety;
Simple use with HIGH, LOW, PULSE functions .
Two speeds plus pulse provide greater versatility . Perfect for a variety of cocktail and bar applications;
Resistant and easy to use, the switches with gasket guarantee a long life ;
Perfect for preparing varieties of different cocktails;
Opening sensor prevents the leakage of liquids by stopping the engine;
Optimized performance with high-performance blade , Durable stainless steel design quickly cuts through ice and other
ingredients. Easy 1/4 turn nut makes blade maintenance easy to do, extending the life of your pot.
Open lid and jar pad sensor prevents mixing if the jar or lid is not positioned correctly for an added level of operator safety.
Durable, sealed switches with simple controls : Rio® includes sealed switches that protect against moisture ingress and a protective
forehead to direct drips away from the controls.
Durable Metal Drive Coupling: Provides ample power and torque to the blade. The unit also features a removable jar pad for easy cleaning.
Sure Grip feet , which allow you to keep the blender firmly on your counter, preventing slipping;
Ergonomic handle;
2 year warranty.
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TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
gross weight (Kg) 4,3

breadth (mm) 190
depth (mm) 216
height (mm) 410
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